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DISCLAIMER
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PURPOSES ONLY.
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CONTAINED ON THIS WEBSITE OR ANY DOWNLOADABLE MATERIAL OBTAINED FROM THIS
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REQUIRED TO SPEND ANY MONEY. OFFERS CHANGE OVER TIME, AND ALTHOUGH ALL THE
ITEMS FEATURED ON OUR HOMEPAGE ARE AVAILABLE AT THE TIME OF WRITING, THEY MAY
NOT ALWAYS BE.
WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONTENT OF EXTERNAL WEBSITES WHICH WE LINK TO,
EITHER DIRECTLY FROM OUR WEBSITE OR INDIRECTLY THROUGH DOWNLOADABLE MEDIA.
PLEASE READ EACH WEBSITES RELEVANT TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE USING THEM.

Hello, and welcome to the quick start guide Free Stuff Exposed!
If you haven't read the main guide already, please stop right here and go and
read that. It's hugely important that you've read the main guide before you get
on to this quick start.
A lot of people struggle to get going with freebies, mainly because it all seems
like a lot of work. It's actually not, as long as you take it all in small steps. And
that's what this quick start is here for: to help you get going in small, easy
steps.
So let's get on with it.

Sign Up To FJ
First, choose a freebie site and sign up to it. I would recommend one of the
big 3. All the sites have dedicated sub-sites for specific types of gift. The
oldest, most reliable and easiest to use network with the best offers is
definitely FreebieJeebies.
Click on one of the links below to visit the site. Choose one and do it now.
FreebieJeebies
Apple (recommended!)
Consoles
Gadgets
TVs
You should see something like this (I'll use Apple as an example, but all the
FJ sites are basically identical).

First have a look through the gifts on the page. Choose the one you want by
clicking on the small picture – this will change the bigger picture at the top to
the gift you want.

Now look at the “SIGN UP NOW” box on the right hand side. Go ahead and
enter your email address into that box now, and press the “Go!” button next to
the box to start the registration. This will take you to the main registration
page, which you can see below:

Fill in the rest of your details.
Use your real details – name, address, etv!
Don't worry, FJ are not a scam company. They're legitimate and won't sell
your details on to anyone or anything shady like that. Plus you need to put in
real details for when they come to ship your free gift!
Once you're done, press the blue submit button in the bottom right corner to
proceed. FJ will now create your account, and you should get a confirmation
screen like this:

This screen says they've sent an email to your inbox which you need to read
now. It has a link inside which you click on to confirm your account, which
looks like the image below:

Do that now (this tells FJ that you entered a real email address, and also
helps catch out typo errors which sometimes happen). When you click the
link, you'll get a screen like this:

This screen just says thanks, and that you can close it. This means that your
account is created, confirmed and now you're ready to log in. Go ahead and
close that window and return to the original window, and click the blue
“Continue” button.

Now you're inside the main account dashboard, and it will look like this:

The next stage is to complete one offer, and yes, it can be a free one :)
Move on to the next chapter to find out how to do that.

Complete your Offer
From the main dashboard (the screen you're currently on), click the small
“Free Offers” tab on the right hand side of the screen. This will update the
visible list of offers with the ones which don't require you to spend any
money.
Pay very close attention to the small bit of text underneath each offer.

This bit of text will tell you exactly what you need to do to get credit for the
offer, and if there are any special instructions.
In this case, LoveFilm is a home movie rental service in the UK (like Netflix in
the USA). In order to get credit for the offer you must receive at least 1 DVD –
signing up for the offer is not enough!
So, choose one of the free offers in front of you. I would recommend the
movie rental ones, or either of the Intuit or Homestead offers. These involve
creating a free website and starting a free 30 day trial (important – the text
below these offers says you cannot cancel immediately. You must give the
trial a fair chance).
If you want to get credit quickly, I would strongly recommend the “Little Bid
Tasty” offer. This is another company owned by FreebieJeebies, and the
credit is instant as soon as you fulfil the criteria (deposit £10 and place a bid).
This offer may not be available outside the UK.
If the free offers don't appeal to you, you can of course choose a paid one. Of
those, basically choose the cheapest and go for it.
Stay away from anything that requires an application because they tend to
take ages to credit. Gambling/casino offers are pretty quick and there's a
good chance you could win your money back (or even make a profit!).

So, choose an offer and click on the animated icon of that offer. A new
window will open with the offer website in (Make sure your have cookies
enabled in your web browser before you click - http://tinyurl.com/enablingcookies).
Here's what you get for the LoveFilm offer:

Follow through the registration, enter all your details (again, make sure you
use your REAL details!) and start your free trial. Choose some DVDs to
receive – you can normally choose lots of titles that you'd like and they'll send
out whichever one is available first. Because you want credit quickly, choose
loads of titles so there'll definitely be one available soon.
Once you've completed the requirements of the offer, you can stop. Your
work is done for today!
Tomorrow, check back into your FJ account to see if your status has
changed. It may have gone purple (pending), or it may have gone green
(complete!).
If it hasn't gone purple or green within 7 days, submit a support ticket to FJ to
check up on the status of your offer: http://support.freebiejeebies.co.uk

Start Referring!
Now you've registered for your account, you've got your offer out of the way,
there's only one thing left to do: refer some friends. (At this point, I'd
recommend reading the referrals guide if you haven't already.)
1. Get your ref link
Inside your FJ account, click on the “Refer Friends” link at the top of the page.
You will be taken to a page which looks like this:

The link at the top is your referral link (“ref link”). This is the link you have to
give out to people to refer them to FJ and get credit (“greens”).
2. Get a TinyURL
Unfortunately, the FJ ref link is a bit long and cumbersome. So, visit
http://tinyurl.com and set up a custom shortcut URL. This is described in more
detail in the referral guide.
3. Make a list
Make a list of your friends and family. List the people most likely to help out at
the top, and the least likely at the bottom.
Now make plans to visit or hang out with the people at the top of the list, and

start working on persuading them to do a referral for you. As they either say
“yes” or “no”, you can tick them off, or cross them off the list.
4. Offline
At this point you can decide if you want to print up some business cards,
flyers or posters, or tear off ads.
Design your ads in Microsoft Word (or whatever word processor you have on
your computer), print them off and then you can photocopy them because
that's usually cheaper and faster than printing hundreds.
Set aside an afternoon at the weekend to go out around your local area and
distribute your printed materials.
5. Online
Next decide if you want to invest in a free website online. If so, set aside
another afternoon to create one and write up some content and find some
pictures to fill it up with.
6. Trading forums
Lastly, go to http://www.exceem.co.uk and register a free account (there is a
paid premium upgrade option but you don't have to take it). Get involved in
the forums, read around and see what's working for other people, contribute
to a few threads, start a few of your own and eventually you can apply for
access to the trading forum.
Once you're in the trading forum, you can swap referrals with other members
– you do a referral for them, and they'll do one for you. Obviously you want to
leave this step to the end because it involves you completing more offers.
That's it! That's everything you need to do, in order, right now.
If you have any questions, comments, suggestions or general feedback you
can contact me through my website.
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